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THE PROCESS
Bring your firearm to a participating 
Fleet Farm location and check in at the 
Customer Service Desk.

Discuss service options with a Firearms 
Specialist at the gun counter, and get an 
estimate on requested services.

We’ll pack up your firearm and ship it 
out to America’s Gunsmith Shop.

America’s Gunsmith Shop will reach out 
with any questions or service updates 
for you.

Once service is completed, your firearm 
will be shipped back to the same Fleet 
Farm location. You’ll be notified once 
it’s arrived.

Go to the same Fleet Farm location to 
pay for your services and pick up your 
firearm.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570
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Inspect firearm and prepare written quote (Diagnostic Fee)       $45
Professional boresighting       $15
Professional scope mounting and boresighting       $35
Ring Lapping       $45
Destroy Firearm (includes: ATF paperwork, disassembly, destruction and 
disposal) No additional shipping cost       $90

Complete Gunsmith Cleaning (includes complete disassembly, cleaning, 
reassemble, test fire)       $90

Field Strip & Sonic Clean       $45
Repair (hr)       $90

There is flat rate for all firearms shipping and it includes: Firearms 
shipping box with convoluted foam planks, packing, and shipping charges       $30

GENERAL SERVICES
GENERAL SERVICE

SHIPPING

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

All items will ship out from and return to store once service is complete.

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570
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Check headspace       $45
Make chamber cast       $90
Lap barrel       $90
Cut and crown average barrel (sight work additional)       $90
Recrown only       $70
Install new bolt handle (includes parts & labor)       $220
Bend and forge existing bolt handle       $180
Inlet bolt handle to stock and receiver       $45
Install tactical bolt knob (parts not included)       $145
Drill & Tap (per hole)       $35
Glass bed finished rifle       $180
Install aluminum pillars and glass bed rifle       $200
Inlet & glass bed semi-inlet stock (per hour)       $90
Dovetail .22 rifle for tip-off rings       $90
Dovetail for open sights (per cut)       $70
Trigger work on request (starting price)       $90
Rechamber most rifles (bolt, extractor & feeding work additional)       $200
Install three position safety (safety not included) (per hour)       $90
Laser engrave caliber in barrel       $35

Convert 700 to Sako style extractor (parts additional)       $180
Convert 742 to a pump action (includes all parts and synthetic 
stock and forend)       $500

Solder bolt handle back on 700, includes rebluing handle area       $180
Convert 700 ADL to BDL style (parts additional)       $180
Replace rivet-in extractor on 700 (parts additional)       $90
Replace rivetless extractor on 700 (parts additional)       $50
Trigger job on Remington 7700, 7450, 750, 7615 using a Timney sear kit       $180

RIFLE SERVICES
GENERAL RIFLE SERVICE

REMINGTON RIFLE SERVICE

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Maintenance rebuild (includes all new springs, new gas rings, complete 
disassemble, clean, safety check, oil and reassemble)       $180

Convert your .223 to .22LR. Practice your sight picture and trigger pull 
by shooting inexpensive .22LR ammo. (includes installation of new bolt 
carrier, bolt assembly and one 25rnd magazine made by CMMG)

      $350

Additional 25rd magazines for the above (black)       $25
Completely assemble a lower from parts kit       $90
Install custom triggers from makers like Rock River, Geissele, JP Ent., 
Chip McCormick, Jewell, etc. (per hour)       $90

Install A2 front sight base on custom barrel (includes machining for taper 
pins, parts additional)       $90

Thread barrel for brake or flash hider       $145

Custom sights available from Trijicon, Aimpoint, JP Ent and many more Call for 
Price

Install accessory handrail, forend, or free float tubes, many variations 
(per hour)       $90

Pin, weld and duracoat finish flash hider       $180
Dimple barrel for low profile gas block screws       $90

The “Original” Fox River Brake™ (parts & labor included)       $225
The “Vixen™”  Varmint Brake (Installation only)       $150
Up charge for Auto rifles like Browning BAR or Remington 7450       $45
Custom Muzzle Cap       $50
Our Gunsmiths can also custom fit your brake by polishing the barrelled 
action and brake together and then rebluing, additional       $90

The “Original” Fox River Brake™, available in blued or stainless 
(brake only)       $90

The “Vixen™”  Varmint Brake, available in stainless only (brake only)       $90

RIFLE SERVICES
AR-15 SERVICE

MUZZLEBRAKE INSTALLATION

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Custom Barrel installation includes: Squaring bolt face and receiver, 
lapping locking lugs, threading, chambering, standard throating, 
crowning, headspacing, laser engrave the caliber into the barrel and 
finishing to match the receiver. We use the following barrel 
manufacturers: Krieger, Douglas, Chanlynn, Badger, Shaw, Shilen

      $360

Up charge for single shots like Ruger No.1       $90
Up charge for Win.70 pre 64, Springfield’s & Enfield’s, (extractor cut)       $90
Fluting additional (avg price)       $200
Duplicate your barrels original contour or special contours additional       $145
Open Bolt face & rail work (average cost $180.00) rate by the hour       $90
Inlet your stock for new barrel (starting at)       $90
Laser engrave caliber in barrel       $20

Reline, crown and chamber .22 barrels (includes parts & labor)       $270
Convert your bolt action 22LR rifle to the hot new .17 Mach II (includes 
parts & labor)       $270

Convert your bolt action 22 Magnum to the .17HMR (includes parts 
& labor)       $270

Economy installation price includes: Fitting, finish chambering, standard 
crown and bluing (Shaw pre-threaded, short chambered barrels, limited 
to certain models)

      $270

RIFLE SERVICES
CUSTOM RIFLE REBARRELING

ECONOMY RIFLE REBARRELING

BARREL RELINING

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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M1 Garand heavy pattern barrel (available in SS or CM, 1-10, 1-12 or 1-14 
twist, or .30-06 caliber)       $370

M1 Garand G.I. contour barrel (available in CM only, 1-10, 1-12 or 1-14 twist, 
.30-06 caliber only)       $370

Fitting an M1 Garand barrel (includes lapping lugs, chambering, crowning, 
headspace, polish chamber and reaming front hand guard and band on 
gas cylinder to clear barrel)

      $270

M1A/M14 heavy pattern barrel (available in SS or CM, 1-10, 1-11, or 1-12 
twist. 22" length)       $370

M1A/M14 medium weight barrel (available in SS only, 1-12 twist. 
22” length)       $370

Fitting the M1A/M14 barrel (includes: fitting barrel to action, lapping lugs, 
chambering, crowning, headspace and polishing the chamber; also fitting 
the op rod guide, gas cylinder and flash suppressor)

      $270

RIFLE SERVICES

Fox River Easy Load Conversion       $90
Bend hammer to clear scope (starting at)       $70
Drill & Tap for scope mounts (per hole)       $35
Remove stuck bullets (starting at)       $90
Trigger job on most in-line models (starting at)       $90
Install Uncle Mike’s swivels any style (swivels not included)       $45
Cut Dovetail for sight       $70
Recrown for accuracy       $70
Remove broken ramrods (starting at)       $90

MUZZLELOADER SERVICE

M1A / M14 REBARRELING

MI GARAND REBARRELING ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Cut, crown and reset bead (New Bead additional)       $90
Cut and crown only on single barrels       $70
Cut and crown O/U or SxS       $145
Drill and tap for sight bead (one)       $35
Drill and tap for scope mounts (per hole)       $35
Solder cantilever mount to barrel, includes rebluing       $180
Solder rifle sights on plain barrel (includes Remington sights and 
matte bluing)        $200

Open choke to your specs (all gauges) price is per barrel       $90
Lengthen chamber to 3”       $90
Lengthen forcing cone       $90

Resolder shotgun ribs Call for 
Price

Remove dents and straighten barrels at customer risk Call for 
Price

Inlet to drop or raise stock on 870,11/87,353,390 etc.       $100

Open choke to your specs (all gauges)       $90
Open choke on chrome bores (10,12 & 20)       $120
When installing chokes on plain barrels (non-vented bbls), an 
additional charge for the installation of a front sight base is required. 
Parts not included

      $70

Choke install on barrels with chrome lined bores are an additional       $45

SHOTGUN SERVICES
GENERAL SHOTGUN SERVICE

CHOKE WORK

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Convert 1100 Mag to shoot  2 3/4”       $90
Convert 1100 20ga. LT barrel to short tang LW style       $120
Repair broken interceptor latch stud on 1100/1187 (parts additional)       
         Without rebluing the receiver       $145
         Includes rebluing the receiver to a Matte finish       $180
Replace barrel alignment stud on the 1100/1187, includes rebluing receiver       $145
Replace or resolder action spring tube on the 1100/1187, includes rebluing 
of receiver (new tube additional)       $180

Resolder original magazine tube on 1100/1187, includes rebluing       $180
Replace magazine tube on 1100/1187, includes fitting new barrel support 
and rebluing (includes parts & labor)       $300

Resolder gas cylinder to barrel and reblue       $180
Open 870 to 3” Mag, includes chamber and ejector work (new ejector 
spring additional)       $180

Replace 870 ejector spring only if possible (parts additional)       $90
Replace 870 ejector & spring (parts additional)      
         Includes fitting the rivets as flush as possible and them cold 
         bluing them.       $90

         Includes fitting the rivet flush and rebluing the receiver to 
         factory finish       $145

Pin 870 barrel to receiver for accuracy (eliminates barrel movement)       $70
Trigger job on Remington 870, 1100 or 1187 using a Timney sear kit       $180

SHOTGUN SERVICES
REMINGTON SHOTGUN SERVICE ESTIMATED

COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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SHOTGUN SERVICES
We can thread your barrel to accept these popular choke systems      
     REM-CHOKE      
Single barrel 12ga Rem choke system installation, chokes additional   
(barrel dimensions I.D. max .738", O.D. min .850")       $120

     BROWNING STANDARD INVECTOR/WIN-CHOKE      
Single barrel 20ga Std Invector/Win-choke system installation, chokes 
additional (barrel dimensions I.D. max .626". O.D. min. .713")       $120

Single barrel 12ga Std Invector/Win-choke system installation, chokes 
additional (barrel dimensions I.D. max .738", O.D. min .850")       $120

     BROWNING INVECTOR PLUS
Single barrel 12ga Invector Plus system installation, chokes additional 
(barrel dimensions I.D. max .745", O.D. min .870")       $120

     TRU-CHOKES
Single barrel 20ga Tru-Choke installation, chokes additional (barrel 
dimensions I.D. max .624", O.D. min .705")       $120

Single barrel 12ga Tru-Choke installation (barrel dimensions I.D. max 
.735", O.D. min .825")       $120

Single barrel 10ga Tru-Choke installation, chokes additional (barrel 
dimensions I.D. max .624", O.D. min .705")       $120

Double barrel Tru-choke installations 10, 12 or 20ga, chokes additional       $240

CHOKE TUBES INSTALLED ESTIMATED
COST

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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HANDGUN SERVICES

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Recrown for accuracy
     Standard factory style crown       $70
     True Flush 70 degree deep dish       $90
     True Flush 11 degree pro chamfer       $90
     True Flush 90 degree dead flat       $90
     True Flush rececssed capture       $90
Drill & Tap frame for scope mounts (per hole)       $35
Semi-auto pistol action job: Clean & smooth action, not including 
any parts       $180

Lower and flare ejection port (bluing additional)       $90
Polish barrel and feed ramp, starting at:       $90
Fit custom trigger, does not include cost of trigger       $90
Fit custom hammer, does not include cost of hammer       $120
Mill slide for low profile rear sight       $180
Mill slide for front dovetail sight       $70
Install stake on front sight, does not include sight       $70
Install sights of any kind on most pistols, when milling is not required 
(sights additional)       $70

Install extended magazine release, does not include mag release       $45
Mill cocking serrations in the front of the slide, refinishing additional       $180

Stippling or texturing service available on most polymer frames Call for 
Price

HANDGUN SERVICE ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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HANDGUN SERVICES

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

RMR Cut - rear sight dovetail behind the RMR       $120
RMR Cut - rear sight dovetail in front the RMR       $120
We offer cuts that are compatable with Trijicon, Vortex, Holo Sun, 
Leupold, Burris, TruGlo and more
Slide Finishing Options
        No refinishing       Free
        Cerakote just the cut       $35
        Matte Bluing       $45
        Cerakote/Duracoat single color, entire slide       $80
        Water Transfer Printing (in-stock patterns), entire slide       $145

Sight Options (Suppressor height sights available) Call for 
Price

Stipple grip frame (standard pattern)       $240
Apex action enhancement trigger (includes parts & labor)       $145
Apex action enhancement trigger kit (includes parts & labor)       $180
Font of slide holster bevel (finishing additional)       $70
Slide serations
       Duplicate seven vertical rear serations at front       $120
       Duplicate seven vertical rear serations at front but angled       $120
       Custom slide cuts available, starting at       $200

Custom sights (tons of options) Call for 
Price

Install Cominolli manual safety (includes parts & labor)       $135

HANDGUN SERVICE - RMR CUT OPTIONS

GLOCK SERVICE

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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HANDGUN SERVICES

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Tighten and lap slide and frame to a perfect "one to one" fit       $180
Fit barrel
       Non-ramped barrel       $120
       Ramped barrel       $180
Fit and install barrel bushing (does not include cost of bushing)       $90
Bevel magazine well (bluing additional)       $90
Checker front strap of 1911 style frame (available in 20, 25 or 35 lines per 
inch)       $270

Serrate rear of slide (less extractor), (refinishing additional)       $90
Lower and flare ejection port (bluing additional)       $90
Polish barrel and feed ramp, starting at       $90
Fit custom trigger, does not include cost of trigger       $70
Fit custom hammer, does not include cost of hammer       $120
Mill slide for low profile rear sight       $180
Mill slide for front dovetail sight       $70
Install stake on front sight, does not include sight       $70
Install extended magazine release, does not include mag release       $45
Modify frame for beavertail grip safety, does not include safety or 
refinishing       $180

Mill cocking serrations in the front of the slide, refinishing additional       $120
Install extended ejector for increased reliability (rear of ejector is cold 
blued after fitting)       $70

Fit and install custom extended or ambidextrous safety lever, does not 
include safety lever       $45

Performance Bundles
The Dependable: Completely disassemble, clean, check, and test fire, 
install Wolff custom recoil spring, firing pin, main and sear springs, tune 
the extractor, polish breech face, feed ramp and disconnector rail.

      $200

The Defense: Completely disassemble, clean, check, and test fire, Install 
Novak fixed low mount rear sight and dovetail front sight, trigger job 
(4lbs), tune extractor, polish breech face, feed ramp and disconnector rail.

      $400

CUSTOM 1911 SERVICE ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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HANDGUN SERVICES

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Recrown most revolvers, barrel must be removed from frame       $145
Drill & Tap for scope mounts (per hole)       $35
Revolver action job/clean and smooth action (spring kits and parts 
additional)       $180

Rebarrel most revolvers (remove old barrel, install factory barrel)       $180
Set back most revolver barrels (includes: barrel removal, setting back 
one turn and timing, shorten barrel shank to set barrel and cylinder gap, 
recutting the throat, reinstalling the barrel and test firing)

      $180

Install colored front sight insert       $70
Remove or modify hammer spur       $90
Convert square butt frame to round butt (bluing additional)       $145
Chamfer barrel throat       $70
Chamfer cylinder chambers       $70
Straighten Crane       $90

REVOLVER SERVICE ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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FIREARM REFINISHING

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Hand rubbed oil finish leaving the grain of the wood open       $270
Hand rubbed oil finish, includes completely filling the grain       $360
Sprayed on lacquer, satin, leaving the grain open       $180
Sprayed on lacquer, satin, completely filling the grain       $360
Sprayed on lacquer, High Gloss Weatherby Style finish with grain 
completely filled       $450

Each of the following is an additional charge of at least $45.00 and will 
be assessed at rate of $90.00 an hour.
* Oil soaked stocks   $90/hour
* Removal of large dents (per hour)   $90/hour
* Crack repair (per hour)   $90/hour
* Stripping epoxy finished like on the Weatherby MkV and some Browning 
models   $90/hour

* Staining if needed   $90/hour

WOOD REFINISHING ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Our shop offers several professional wood finishes, from hand 
rubbed oil to high gloss lacquer. 

Please contact us so we can help you choose the correct finish 
for your firearm. 

The following prices include: Stripping of standard finishes, 
sanding, removal of small dents and nicks, taping off the 
checkering, finishing, recutting the boarders around the 
checkering and resealing the checkering.

•

•

•
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FIREARM REFINISHING

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Express Park  (Magnesium Phosphate Parkerizing, Matte Gray Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, bead blasted, 
parkerized, reassembled, lubricated and test fired (These prices include 
the removal of minor pitting.  Note: deep pitting cannot always be 
removed. Depending on condition, not all firearms can be restored to 
original condition).
Most Long Guns and Handguns       $250
M1 Garand, SKS, AK-47, FN-FAL style rifles       $300
Firearms that are excessively dirty or rusty must be cleaned and an up-
charge at a rate of $90/hour will be added. Depending on condition, not 
all firearms can be restored to the original finish.

     

PARKERIZING ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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FIREARM REFINISHING

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Express Blue (Conventional Hot Blue, Matte Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, bead blasted, blued, 
reassembled, lubricated and test fired  (Polishing or removal of pitting is 
not included).
Most Long Guns       $200
Browning Auto-5, Win Model 12 or Similar       $250
Handguns       $200
Octagon barrel only       $100
Shotgun barrel only       $100
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs       $300
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs (barrel only)       $200

Deluxe Blue (Conventional Hot Blue, Polished Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, polished to 450, 
blued, reassembled, lubricated and test fired  (These prices include the 
removal of minor pitting.  Note: deep pitting cannot always be removed. 
Depending on condition, not all firearms can be restored to original 
condition).
Most Long Guns       $250
Browning Auto-5, Win Model 12 or Similar       $300
Long Gun with octagon barrel       $300
Handguns       $250
Octagon barrel only       $200
Shotgun barrel only       $140
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs       $350
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs (barrel only)       $200

BLUING SERVICES ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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FIREARM REFINISHING

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Premium Blue (Convention Hot Blue, Matte Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, polished to 450, bead 
blasted, blued, reassembled, lubricated and test fired  (these prices 
include the removal of minor pitting.  Note: deep pitting cannot always 
be removed. Depending on condition, not all firearms can be restored to 
original condition).
Most Long Guns       $250
Browning Auto-5, Win Model 12 or Similar       $300
Long Gun with octagon barrel       $300
Handguns       $250
Octagon barrel only       $200
Shotgun barrel only       $140
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs       $350
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs (barrel only)       $200

Master Blue (Conventional Hot Blue, High Gloss Polished Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, polished to a high 
gloss Weatherby style finish, blued, reassembled, lubricated and test fired  
(These prices include the removal of minor pitting.  Note: deep pitting 
cannot always be removed. Depending on condition, not all firearms can 
be restored to original condition).
Most Long Guns       $400
Browning Auto-5, Win Model 12 or Similar       $600
Long Gun with octagon barrel       $450
Handguns       $400
Octagon barrel only       $250
Shotgun barrel only       $150
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs       $450
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs (barrel only)       $300

BLUING SERVICES ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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FIREARM REFINISHING

Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

BEFORE AFTER

Master Rust Blue (Classic Rust Blue, Satin Finish)
Your firearm is completely disassembled, cleaned, polished, rust blued, 
reassembled, lubricated and test fired. (These prices include the 
removal of minor pitting.  Note: deep pitting cannot always be removed. 
Depending on condition, not all firearms can be restored to original 
condition).
Most Long Guns       $400
Browning Auto-5, Win Model 12 or Similar       $600
Long Gun with octagon barrel       $450
Handguns       $400
Octagon barrel only       $250
Shotgun barrel only       $150
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs       $450
Over/Unders and Side by Sides with silver soldered ribs (barrel only)       $300
Firearms with excessive pitting will require additional polishing. ($90hr)
Firearms that are excessively dirty or rusty must be cleaned and an 
up-charge at a rate of $90/hour will be added. Depending on condition, 
not all firearms can be restored to the original finish.

BLUING SERVICES ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

STOCK & BARREL 
MODIFICATIONS

The quality of a fine rifle or shotgun is often judged by the checkering.  
In addition to the functional aspect of providing a firm, non-slip grip of the 
stock, custom checkering adds to its appearance and value. Care is taken 
so that the checkering blends with the stock to complement and enhance 
the overall aesthetic character of the firearm, while allowing the owner  
a personal statement in its design. All checkering will have sharp, pointed 
diamonds with no overruns, and be done without borders unless specified. 
The checkering can be done from 18 to 32 lines per inch, with 24 L.P.I. 
recommended for rifles, slightly finer for shotguns and accent panels.

Call for 
Estimate

STOCK CHECKERING ESTIMATED
COST

Adjustable comb installed (includes parts & labor) $300

ADJUSTABLE COMB ESTIMATED
COST

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Graco Adjustable Buttplates
The standard Graco adjustable buttplate offers three-way adjustment  
for perfect gun fit, higher scores and improved shooting comfort.  
Length, drop, and rotation are easily set to any position. Price includes: 
labor, Graco hardware and 1" Pachmayr Decelerator pad.
 Standard Graco Adjustable Buttplate $300
 Length of Pull Graco Adjustable Buttplate $350
GraCoil Adjustable Buttplates
The GraCoil is a compression buttplate with a pad adjusting plate for 
side to side, up and down, and pivotal adjustment. It easily adjusts for 
light to heavy loads and reduces recoil to a minimum. The Length of pull 
does not change when adjusting tension, and maximum stroke length is 
5/16" which produces a response time hardly detected, for no distractions 
between shots. Moving parts slide on Teflon liners for trouble free motion. 
All aluminum and stainless steel construction. Price includes: Labor, Graco 
hardware and 1" Pachmayr Decelerator pad.
     Standard GraCoil Adjustable Buttplate $450
     LOP Adjustable GraCoil Buttplate $500

ADJUSTABLE BUTTPLATES ESTIMATED
COST

Buttplate install, Includes: Installation, buttplate and stock cutting if needed $120
Recoil Pad Install, Includes: Installation, recoil pad and  
stock cutting if needed $145

Stock shortening only $20
We carry quality pads from Pachmayr and Kick-eez

RECOIL PAD & BUTTPLATE INSTALLATION ESTIMATED
COST

STOCK & BARREL 
MODIFICATIONS

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Shotgun Single Barrel Porting $100
Shotgun Double Barrel Porting $200
Rifle Porting (four ports) $160
Revolver Porting $140
Semi-Auto Handgun Porting $170

MAG-NA-PORT & PRO-PORT ESTIMATED
COST

STOCK & BARREL 
MODIFICATIONS

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Most Long Guns and Handguns (bolt and trigger guard not done on rifles) $270
Most AR-15 style rifles $360
Stock and or forend only (ea) $75
Barrel only $100
Extended Magazine tubes $45
Rifle stock only $150
Barreled action only $150
Pistol slide or pistol frame only $140
Accessories
Scopes (at owners risk) $90
Scope rings or scope mounting bases (per set) $35
Magazines (exposed portion) $15
Up-Charges
Cerakote Clear $70
Shotgun bolts and trigger guards can be coated but  
will not be covered under warranty $35

Firearms that have the Duratouch or Softouch finish  
on them require an additional step during the process $70

Special order patterns are an additional cost

HYDRO-DIPPING (In-stock patterns) ESTIMATED
COST

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Stainless Tumbler $45
Firearms that are excessively dirty or rusty must be cleaned and an up-
charge at a rate of $90/hour will be added. Depending on condition, not 
all firearms can be restored to the original finish.

HYDRO-DIPPING (In-stock patterns) ESTIMATED
COST

Many other patterns and colors are available, special-order fees may apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

ESTIMATED
COST

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

ESTIMATED
COST

HYDRO-DIPPING (In-stock patterns)

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Many other patterns and colors are available, special-order fees may apply.

ATACS-AU Carbon Fiber Grand Union Kryptek Highlander Kryptek Mandrake Kryptek Raid

Kryptek Typhon Kuiu Verde Kuiu Vias Lost Soulz
Mossy Oak 
Bottomland

Mossy Oak 
Break-Up Country

Mossy Oak 
Country DNA

Mossy Oak 
Shadowgrass 

Habitat Muddy Girl One Nation Realtree Edge Realtree Max-5

Realtree Timber Thin Blue Line
TrueTimber 

Strata Veil Alpine Veil Cervidae Veil Wideland
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Single Color Applications
Most Handguns $250
Most Long Guns $270
Most AR-15 Style Rifles $360
Stripped upper or lower only $80
Barreled Action only $130
Barrel only $80
Handgun frame or slide only $80
Accessories: Trigger Guard, Rings, Bases, etc. (price per each) $35
*Note* Additional colors can be added. An up-charge of $35 will  
be assessed for each color. $35

Multi-color Camo or Pattern Applications
Most Handguns $270
Most Long Guns $345
AR-15 Style Rifles $480
Rifle or Shotgun 2pc stock set $200
*Note* Above pricing is "starting at" and can go up depending on  
the number of colors chosen and the complexity of the pattern.
*Note* Additional colors can be added. An up-charge of $35 will  
be assessed for each color. $35

Firearms that are excessively dirty or rusty must be cleaned and an  
up-charge at a rate of $90/hour will be added. Depending on condition, 
not all firearms can be restored to the original finish.
Stainless Tumbler $45

CERAKOTE ESTIMATED
COST

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

ESTIMATED
COST

CERAKOTE

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Many other patterns and colors are available, special-order fees may apply.
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

ESTIMATED
COST

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.

Many other patterns and colors are available, special-order fees may apply.

CERAKOTE

Armor Black Aztec Teal Black Cherry Bright Purple Burnt Bronze Copper

Desert Sand Firehouse Red Flat Dark Earth Gloss Black Gold NRA Blue

O.D. Green Prison Pink Robin’s Egg Blue Stainless Tungsten
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Questions on services? 
Give the experts a call. 866-862-4570

Firearms Engraving, you dream it up, we make it a reality Call for 
Estimate

Stainless Tumbler (engraving only) $7
Stainless Tumbler (Includes 20oz Yeti tumbler) $45
9x7 Walnut Plaque (includes plaque) $19
6x8 Walnut Plaque (includes plaque) $16
4x6 Walnut stand up plaque (includes walnut material) $16
Alder wood challenge Coin (engraved both sides) $2
Pint Glass (includes the glass) $10

LASER ENGRAVING ESTIMATED
COST

FIREARM CUSTOMIZATION

Estimated cost is subject to change. 
Applicable taxes and shipping will apply.


